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	MCTS: Windows Server Virtualization Configuration Study Guide: (Exam 70-652), 9780470449301 (0470449306), Sybex, 2009

	The MCTS is Windows Server Virtualization Configuring exam, and is Microsoft?s newest addition to their exam repertoire and tests candidates? ability to use Hyper-V and server virtualization as part of their network infrastructure solution. The exam targets IT professionals who are looking to enhance their skills and distinguish themselves from the rest of the pack. This guide reviews the tasks that are mandatory for candidates to know: installing Hyper-V, configuring and optimizing Hyper-V, deploying virtual machines, and managing and monitoring virtual machines. The CD-ROM contains coverage of the exam objectives, real-world scenarios, hands-on exercises, and challenging review questions.

	

	Prepare for Microsoft's new virtualization exam


	With Microsoft's addition of Hyper-V to the Windows Server 2008 product, it's now more important than ever for Windows IT administrators to understand server virtualization as part of their infrastructure management. Become a fully credentialed Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) in Windows Server 2008 virtualization configuration with the solid preparation you'll find here for Exam 70-652, Microsoft's newest MCTS exam and its first on virtualization. Inside, you'll find:

	
		Full coverage of all exam objectives in a systematic approach, so you can be confident you're getting the instruction you need for the exam
	
		
			Practical hands-on exercises to reinforce critical skills

	
	
		
			Real-world scenarios that put what you've learned in the context of actual job roles

	
	
		
			Challenging review questions in each chapter to prepare you for exam day

	
	
		
			Exam Essentials, a key feature in each chapter that identifies critical areas you must become proficient in before taking the exam

	
	
		
			A handy tear card that maps every official exam objective to the corresponding chapter in the book, so you can track your exam prep objective by objective

	



	Look inside for complete coverage of all exam objectives.


	SYBEX TEST ENGINE: Test your knowledge with advanced testing software. Includes chapter review questions and bonus exams.


	ELECTRONIC FLASHCARDS: Reinforce your understanding with flashcards that can run on your PC.


	Also on CD, you'll find the entire book in searchable and printable PDF. Study anywhere, any time, and approach the exam with confidence.

	

	About the Author


	William Panek, MCTS, MCITP, MCT, CCNA, CHFI, is founder of Stellacon Corporation, a Microsoft Certified Gold Partner and a Certified Learning Solutions Provider and leading training provider on the East Coast. Prior to founding Stellacon, William was an instructor for The Training Associates, instructing at such schools as Boston University, Clark University, and New Horizons, among others. He is the author of MCTS: Windows Server 2008 Active Directory Configuration Study Guide and MCTS: Windows Server 2008 Network Infrastructure Configuration Study Guide, both by Sybex.
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The Economics of Evaluating Water Projects: Hydroelectricity Versus Other UsesSpringer, 2012

	This book presents research on a kind of water use conflicts that is becoming more and more common and important: How to best manage moving water in times of increasing demand for electricity as well as environmental services. How should decisions be made between water use for electricity generation or for environmental and recreational...


		

Macs All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Your all-in-one guide to unleashing your Mac’s full potential


	It’s a Mac world out there. But if you haven’t read the instruction manual, you may be neglecting some of your computer’s coolest features. Turn to Macs All-in-One For Dummies’ jam-packed guide to access the incredible tools...


		

Drupal 7 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Welcome to Drupal 7 Bible. Like all books in the Bible series, you can expect to find both hands-on tutorials and real-world practical applications, as well as reference and background information that provide a context for what you are learning. This book is a fairly comprehensive resource on the Drupal open-source content management system....





	

Wireless Internet Security: Architecture and ProtocolsCambridge University Press, 2008
In describing tools for internet security, this title focuses on understanding the system architecture of existing security and on developing architectural changes for new security services. Topics include security threats in wireless networks, security services for countering those threats, and the process of defining functional architecture for...

		

The Fifty Dollar and Up Underground House BookMole Publishing Company, 1981
This is a highly personal book, perhaps too much so. I can't help it. I could no more write a dry technical manual than I could dance the Swan Lake Ballet. I have strong opinions, likes and dislikes. They are bound to find their way into these pages. If at times this book sounds like the drunk bellowing at the end of the bar, it was written, after...

		

Amazon Web Services: Migrating Your .NET Enterprise ApplicationPackt Publishing, 2011

	Amazon Web Services is an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) platform in the Cloud, which businesses can take advantage of as their needs demand. The Amazon Cloud provides the enterprise with the flexibility to choose whichever solution is required to solve specific problems, ultimately reducing costs by only paying for what you use.
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